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Schedule — Day 1: August 20 — Henry Clay
7:00 AM

Attorney Jim Seiffert — Stites & Harbison
Breakfast and 7:30 AM Opening Remarks on a New Venture Fund
Henry Clay Tavern Room (4th Floor)

7:00 AM

Trade Show Floor & Tech Gallery Opens — Henry Clay (4th Floor Hallway and Adjoining Area)
Henry Clay Main Ballroom (2nd Floor)

8:00 AM

Henry Clay Beaux Arts Ballroom (4th Floor)

Andrew Swartz — Sutherland Labs
(Keynote Speaker)
“The Human Equation in Technology”

9:00 AM

10:00 AM

Dr. John Barker — FIRM, Neuronetrix

Ronna-Renee Jackson — Chattanooga

(Keynote Speaker)
“Regrowing Hands and Faces”

Tech Council
“STEM Initiative in Tennessee: What Works”

Vipin Gopal — Humana

Randy Crabtree — Tri-Merit

“The Analytics Revolution in Healthcare”

“The Ever Evolving Research & Development
Tax Credit ”

11:00 AM Trade Show & Tech Gallery
Henry Clay (4 Floor Hallway and Adjoining Area)
th

Dustin Lyons — Credit Karma
“Get Creative with Your Data — It’s Not Just
for Monitoring”

12:00 PM Lunch on Your Own — Food Trucks, Theater Square, Fourth Street Live
1:00 PM

2:00 PM

3:00 PM

4:00 PM

5:00 PM

Stephen Arnold — Arnold IT

Theo Edmonds and Josh Miller

“Dark Web: The Hidden Internet”

“E.A.T. Here Now (Experiments in Art and Tech)”

Ron Clapman — ForgeRock

Drew Curtis — Fark.com

“Using Identity to Empower Digital Business”

“Marketing Means and Metrics”

Rob May — Datto

Joseph McDonald — Blue Sky Case Mgmt

“Building for Acquisition:
From Idea to Execution”

“Productivity for Case Managers in Medicaid”

Elle Waters — Simply Accessible

Andy Swan — LikeFolio

“Accessibility for Amazing Freedoms”

“Mining Twitter to Revolutionize Your Business”

Trade Show & Tech Gallery Closes

5:00 PM to TechJam Slam & Ice Cream
9:00PM Henry Clay Lobby

3:00
PMPM
to —
9:00
PM — TO
CLOSED
4:00 PM to
9:00
CLOSED
THE PUBLIC
Rad Science Skateboard Build
Paul Cummings — TechTown
University of Louisville’s Speed School of Engineering Garage

SCHEDULE (CONT.)

Schedule — Day 2: August 21 — Various Locations
8:00 AM

Breakfast, 8:30 AM Opening Remarks The Building of Your Tech Council
Dawn Yankeelov — President of Aspectx , CEO of TALK (Technology Association of Louisville Kentucky)
Henry Clay Tavern Room (4th Floor)

8:00 AM
9:30 AM to
11:30 AM
12:00 PM

Trade Show & Tech Gallery — Henry Clay (4th Floor Hallway and Adjoining Area)
Broadband & Municipalities
Dick Lindenmuth — NC Economic Development/Broadband Initiative; Mary Beth Henry — Office for
Community Technology, Portland, OR; Michael Hayden — KYWired / Henry Clay Beaux Arts Ballroom (4th Floor)

VIP Leader Lunch with Paul Cummings — TechTown
(Keynote Speaker)
Walkthrough to hallway to 8UP Elevated Drinkery & Kitchen Restaurant (Hilton Garden Inn Louisville Downtown)

2:00 PM
2:00 PM to
4:00 PM
4:00 PM to
9:00 PM
CLOSED

Trade Show & Tech Gallery Closes
Tech Founders Workshop

Over 70 and Connected

Tim Jones — ActionCOACH
Henry Clay Salon Room (4th Floor)

Steier, Faul, Reinhart, Timmering, Gordon
Nucleus Building (2nd Floor University of Louisville’s Institute for
Sustainable Health & Optimal Aging, 300 E. Market St. Suite 200)

Rad Science Skateboard Build with Paul Cummings — TechTown
University of Louisville’s Speed School of Engineering Garage
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KEYNOTE SPEAKERS
Andrew Swartz
Research Director for Sutherland Labs in Yorkshire, England
Andrew has a rich and long career focusing on two sides of the same coin: making it easier for people to use technology and systems;
and helping business and government better understand the people they serve. He first studied computers in the 1980s at perhaps the
world’s smallest and most unusual college, then worked at Apple Computer. Since 2000, he has been working with an evolving team of
researchers, including anthropologists, psychologists and designers.
Sutherland Labs, where Andrew now serves as Research Director focusing on brand experience, helps its clients improve their services
– everything from how to smooth out the check-in experience in hospital emergency rooms, to how to improve the interface of a
struggling smartphone brand. Just this year, he has led projects to help one international company better sell computers in India, and
another to improve a website that needs to attract over 100,000 job applications around the world every year.
He spent almost a decade at Apple Computer. His main focus was writing manuals and tutorials for a huge variety of products, a bit of an
irony given that Apple was one of the first serious companies to start removing the phone-book sized manuals from their boxes. Andrew
was attached to a research team that studied how people used manuals – only to discover that in household after household, the
manuals were never removed from the shrinkwrap. It became clear that the best way to help people with technology was to improve the
hardware and the software, not to write better manuals. And so a research career was born.

Dr. John Barker
Frankfurt Initiative for Regenerative Medicine, JW Goethe University
In 2010, Dr. John H. Barker, MD, moved to Frankfurt, Germany from the University of Louisville, where at the JW Goethe University he
established the Frankfurt Initiative for Regenerative Medicine (FIRM). In Frankfurt his research targets patients suffering with hand
amputations and severe facial disfigurement. His current research applies regenerative medicine and tissue engineering approaches to
regrowing limb and facial tissues.
In addition to research and teaching, Dr. Barker established and ran Louisville’s first life-science business accelerator, MetaCyte Business
Labs. He co-founded a medical diagnostic device company, Neuronetrix, Inc., in which he continues to serve as Board Chairman. He also
cofounded, and continues to lead, a Guatemala-based handicraft export company, Precious Hands, that enables local artisans to earn fair
wages, grow their businesses, and prosper, thus improving their lives and the lives of their children.
Initially trained as a surgeon, Dr. Barker’s research begins and ends with patients. He works closely with clinicians, scientists, industry
partners, and entrepreneurs to translate research ideas into better treatments for patients. In Louisville, as a Professor of Surgery, Anatomy,
and Immunology he established and built the Plastic Surgery Research Laboratories and led several multidisciplinary teams that laid the
scientific and clinical foundation for several landmark surgical treatments such as hand and face transplantation.

Paul Cummings
Co-Founder of TechTown USA
Enthusiastic. Driven. Intense. Paul Cummings teaches with unrivaled zeal and unmatched passion. He has been educating business
professionals for over thirty years and has developed revolutionary skills and techniques in sales, customer service, and leadership
development. A thirteen-time winner of the Telly Award and five-time winner of the Communicator Award, Paul’s ultimate desire is to
connect to his audience in a way that tangibly and exponentially improves personal and professional performance.
Paul continues to revolutionize the way people and businesses learn by making learning simple, affordable, fun, and efficient. In 2009,
Paul developed Woople, a web-based learning system, to deliver PaulTVLive, his award-winning online video content used by thousands
of students. In 2014, he was part of the founding group of a venture capitalist group dedicated to supporting and investing in startup
companies. While they will work with quality businesses around the country, SwiftWing Ventures seeks to amplify Chattanooga’s
entrepreneurial reputation. Fueled by his burning vision for education, Paul also created TechTown to engage Chattanooga youth and
community in technology. Through summer camps and year-round after school programs, the TechTown learning center provides
a place for kids ages 7-18 to discover and expand their interests in the fields of video production, technology, graphic design, and
entrepreneurship.
Through dynamic live events as well as impactful eLearning videos, Paul Cummings has instructed business professionals, leaders, and
now children on how to begin with themselves to increase their own personal capacity to learn, grow, and make a difference.

THE TECHNOLOGY ASSOCIATION
OF LOUISVILLE KENTUCKY
Talent Identification

Local Networking

To provide economic and workforce development activities
to support the growth of local talent as well as attraction of
new corporations looking for a technology ecosystem.

To provide high-quality opportunities for networking, events
and forums to effectively connect the Louisville technology
community.

Advocate for Technology

Knowledge Delivery

To support legislation, government policies, and public
relations activities that help drive technology advancement
and visibility of emerging technology in Louisville companies.

To develop content-rich programs and news delivery that
inspire and inform the Louisville technology community to
support continued growth and development.

Sponsors
	Aspectx is an integrated communication firm based in the Midwest serving an
international marketplace with the purpose to forward initiatives in business growth
by providing the best counsel and execution in competitive intelligence, business
development, marketing, public relations, web technologies, and social media. Founded
in 1989 by Dawn Marie Yankeelov who also operates as CEO of TALK.

	Muvtek excels at many types of audio, video and software services. Some of this team’s
biggest advancements are in the 3D projection mapping arena, as well as studio design,
video recording/production, audio recording & mastering, and music production.
	New Age Technologies is consistently recognized as an IT Staffing Leader throughout the
Mid-West United States. Since 1996, we have provided professional technical resources that
help our clients successfully complete their IT projects. New Age Technologies has a unique
approach when providing staffing services within the IT industry.

	Bernoulli Ice Cream’s mission is to ensure that quality ingredients flavor every small batch
of handmade ice cream while satisfying your taste buds. Our kitchen process follows the
strict Department of Health and Food Safety standards. We challenge ourselves to maintain
wholesome super premium ice creams in flavors that will accent the delectable traditions
of any meal on your table, from dessert cakes and pies to breakfast waffles and crepes.

	New Generation Benefits Partners assists organizations and corporations in the
evaluation of their health plan. The objective is to effectively initiate good business
decisions and implement steps necessary to examine the current corporate or small
business medical plan and develop a strategy for plan vendor architecture that assembles
cost control in a future plan.

	BluegrassNet is a Regional Internet Service Provider (ISP) based in Louisville, Kentucky,
with headquarters in the heart of downtown. We also have a satellite location in Lexington,
Kentucky. Founded in 1994 with the focus of being an ISP that delivered quality-oriented
Internet services to business customers.

	PD Mentors’ expertise is in integrating the conceptual knowledge necessary to
successfully develop products with your industry and domain expertise. That is why we
are mentors versus consultants. Our expertise is in understanding the concepts behind the
processes and then conveying those concepts in your terminology.

	Boice Enterprises was established in 1994 by Gary Boice, who worked for IBM for 30 years
before taking advantage of an early retirement opportunity. After a five-year non-compete
agreement had expired, he decided to expand his contract services business. With more
than 70 employees, over 300 active clients, and partnerships with the leading industry
technology manufacturers, we are one of the region’s largest technology consulting firms.

	Power Creative delivers answers. That is what Power Creative has been designed and built
to do. It’s why we exist. With core services integrated with specialized disciplines – Digital
Marketing, Photo, Audio/Video Production, CGI and Architectural Art & Design – we have
the focused knowledge base, proven experience and remarkable talent pool required to
address the specific needs of today’s businesses.

	CLICK IT is an IT staffing solutions company where people are at the heart of every
assignment. The way we see it, our job isn’t done until we make the connection between
rewarding careers for our candidates and successful projects for our clients. Launched in
2013 by veterans of the IT staffing industry, CLICK takes a personal approach.
Practical thinking for a connected world.

	Frost Brown Todd is a law firm with over 475 lawyers across its seven-state footprint,
offers a deep, talented roster of legal professionals. Committed to our clients, we leverage
technical, industry and legal knowledge and hands-on experience to serve a diverse client
base, from global multinationals to small, entrepreneurial companies.

	REC, The Robotics Education & Competition Foundation seeks to increase student
interest and involvement in science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM)
by engaging students in hands-on sustainable and affordable curriculum-based robotics
engineering programs across the U.S. and internationally. We develop partnerships with
the education, government, industry, and non-profit community to achieve this goal.

	Genscape was founded in 1999 by two power traders who grew frustrated with the lack
of transparency into the market, and set about inventing new technologies to expand
high quality data access to more market participants. Genscape delivers its unique brand
of unsurpassed market intelligence across the commodity and energy spectrum: Power,
Oil, Natural Gas, Petrochemical and NGL, Agriculture, Biofuels, and Maritime Freight.

	Red Bull was founded in the 1980’s by Dietrich Mateschitz. Inspired by functional drinks
from the Far East, he created the formula of Red Bull Energy Drink and developed its
unique marketing concept. When Red Bull was sold for the very first time in its home
market Austria in 1987, it launched the birth of a totally new product category of energy
drinks. Available in 167+ countries and 50+ billion cans have been consumed so far.

	GlowTouch Technologies’ vision is to be a leading global provider of innovative
technology solutions and a trusted, “go-to” partner for those we serve.
	Hall Render was started in 1967 by William S. Hall as a law firm in Indianapolis focused on
health law while practicing as general counsel to the Indiana Hospital Association. With
offices in Denver, Detroit, Indianapolis, Louisville, Milwaukee, Philadelphia and Washington,
D.C., over 40 years of experience in the health law business and more than 170 attorneys
serving health care clients, we are the largest health care-focused law firm in the country.

	Rivera Group is a team of business management consultants comprised of 100+
employees across 10 states. We have three corporate offices: Springfield, VA, Louisville, KY,
and the main corporate headquarters in southern Indiana (near Louisville and Fort Knox, KY).
	Samtec was founded in 1976 as a privately held, $613 million global manufacturer of a
broad line of electronic interconnect solution blocks, including IC-to-Board/Ultra Micro,
High Speed Board-to-Board, High Speed Cables, Future-Proof/Active Optics, Flexible
Stacking, and Micro/Rugged components and cables. Unique Technology Centers help
optimize the entire signal transmission path and interconnection challenges of tomorrow.

	Health Enterprises Network was formed by area leaders in 2000 as a non-profit network
of 200+ investor companies focused on the economic development of the region’s healthrelated industry. The network represents a diverse and growing industry, from hospitals
and health services companies to medical device manufacturers and health law firms.
	Information Builders was founded in 1975 and delivers state-of-the-art technology that is
transforming business in commercial industries, government and education, and is one of
the largest independent, privately held companies in the software industry.
	InGrid Design is an award-winning graphic design and bilingual communications firm.
Finding creative solutions for your unique business needs is the driving passion of our
talented team. Our core services are branding, advertising, national campaigns, corporate
communications, video and motion graphics.

	Presidio recognizes that in today’s business climate, IT investments need to be strategic
and practical to have immediate impact. As one of the largest solutions providers in the
U.S., we combine experience, scale, and stability with regional expertise and service, so you
can rest assured we’ll be everywhere you need us to support your global business needs.

	Signature HealthCARE is a leading provider of long-term nursing care in the Eastern and
Southeastern United States with a home office based in Louisville, Kentucky.
	Smerlin Entertainment understands the importance of knowing who you are, and we
demand that of those we send out. Their passion HAS to be our passion. Before, during
and after the event. And not in some whitewashed way. There’s more to it than just hiring a
magician or comedian.
	Springhouse Press is named after the spring house, a little building constructed over a
natural spring used as cool storage. It represents a simple, creative solution to an everyday
problem. That’s why we took the name. We believe life can get pretty stale, pretty fast;
things are too complicated, too predictable, and way too distracting.

Springhouse Press

	The Kentucky Cabinet for Economic Development is the primary state agency
responsible for encouraging job creation & retention, and new investment in the state.
Programs are designed to support and promote economic development by attracting
new industries, assisting in their expansions, leading a statewide network of support for
businesses and assisting communities with economic development opportunities.
	The Kentucky Science and Technology Corporation (KSTC) is a private, nonprofit
corporation committed to the advancement of science, technology and innovative
economic development founded on Kentucky know-how. KSTC is a fast-paced leader with
a reputation for developing and managing creative initiatives in education, economic
competitiveness and scientific research.
	Louisville Business First online is where you’ll find the latest breaking business news,
updated throughout the day, some of this week’s top stories from Louisville Business First
and other popular features from the Weekly Edition. Sign up to receive email products, like
the Morning Edition, Afternoon Edition and the latest news of various industries, dozens
of popular topics from across the nation and the latest networking and marketing alerts.
	Marwood Veneer is a leading provider of domestic, imported, and FSC-certified Hardwood
Veneers for the U.S. and the overseas market. Since 1955 we have identified customer
needs and searched the world to satisfy their specifications. We are a family-owned and
operated company, led by Jim Martin and Lyman Martin, with experience in the business of
fancy-figured exotic hardwoods like American Burl veneers.
	Mirazon was founded in 2000 by Karen Albers, Craig Stein, John Ross and Barry Martin,
as a computer-consulting firm forming long-term partnerships with clients using best
of breed technologies in order to solve business challenges. Mirazon has grown from a
regional service provider into an internationally recognized IT consulting firm with a team
of customer service driven professionals who provide state-of-the art technical services.

	Stites & Harbison is a full service Southeastern-based law firm with clients across the U.S.
and internationally. Also known as a preeminent firm managing sophisticated transactions,
challenging litigation, and complex regulatory matters on a daily basis. Clients include
multinational corporations, financial institutions, pharmaceutical companies, health care
organizations, private companies, nonprofit organizations, businesses and individuals.
	University of Louisville. A special thanks to the University of Louisville’s Institute for
Sustainable Health & Optimal Aging in the Nucleus Building on Market Street, 2nd Floor; and
the University of Louisville’s Speed School of Engineering Garage at 1960 Arthur Street.
	V-Soft Consulting was founded in 1997 and quickly became known as a hardworking
provider of technically gifted and highly-driven IT consultants. We are known for our ability
to apply the precision of supply chain management excellence to talent acquisition and
technology services.
	Young Professionals Association of Louisville (YPAL) provides leadership development,
educational opportunities and philanthropic support to Louisville’s Young Professionals
for the benefit of the local community. The mission of YPAL is to connect, engage and
develop metro Louisville’s young professionals through community, professional and social
opportunities.

Techfest Louisville is brought to you by TALK, the Technology Association of
Louisville Kentucky. Check out www.talklou.com for future events, @talklou
@techfestlou and now also on FB and Linked In.

